Bon Mots
Creativity is great,
but plagiarism
is faster.

Recipe Corner
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All the news I see fit to print.
Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one.

Thanksgiving dinner:
Turkey with imported
mashed potatoes
Black Friday is the day we
go nuts buying stuff the
day after we’re thankful
for everything we
have...that about it?
Household hint:
Ceiling fans should rotate
clockwise in winter.
Pushes warm air down.
And you can clean the
blades when you switch.
For the Biden supporters:
turn the fan off first.

This news headline got a
laugh: Family Realizes
Adopted Dog Is Actually Fox
After it Attacked Neighbors
Chickens My Arctic Shadow
Fox preferred grapes and
would hang out at the refrigerator until he got them. We
lost our female ferret since
some die if not bred when in
heat. Really...you could check
the internet for that fact.

Book Report

Obvious by now that the idiot lawyer pointing that gun at the
jury (with his finger on the trigger) didn’t get the job done.
In fact, Kyle’s lawyers are preparing multiple defamation
lawsuits against media such as CNN, MSNBC, ABC and other
individuals including Joe Biden. The lawyer who won the
defamation suits for Sandman has been hired by Kyle.
Sandman won a $250 million lawsuit against CNN...others still
being filed. Maybe Nick and Kyle can have joint custody of
CNN? Meanwhile, CNN claims they will be “fixing” their news
organization. I already “fixed it” by cancelling cable service.

Farcebook (sic) is also in Kyle’s crosshairs...his lawyers are
going after the deepest pockets. My kids use it but I gave
them ample reasons for avoiding it (see article in my blog also
included as an attachment). Maybe after Kyle owns it I would
consider using it. Then there are the “ladies” at The View
program...still spewing hatred that is being chronicled by
Kyle’s lawyers. Why the producers of that show allow it to
continue when they know what’s coming from Kyle’s lawyers
I’ll never figure out. Whoopie may have to change her name
to Whoops?

The wheel of time arrived
with flat tires. Spent half an
hour watching (Amazon) and
couldn’t make heads nor tails
of what the hell was going
on. I don’t usually report on
bad ones but this one is so
bad I am including it. I do
have a collection of Clive
Cussler books (thanks to Dr.
Marshall) to keep me busy
until my favorite authors let
loose with new books. Also
finding even more about
Michael Crichton’s career.
Did not know he was also
director of films like Die Hard
with Bruce Willis. I first ran
across him from the classic
Andromeda Strain movie
which stands up even after
half a century. Of course,
Hollyweird came up with a TV
series which I have avoided.
Crichton was bigger than
life...literally at 6’9”...and has
more than 12 movies based
on his books that sold over
200 million copies.

-more-

Mal Mots
Just because you can
doesn’t mean
you should.
You’re welcome.

Joe’s been at it for about a year now. This is a synopsis of Bidenflation.
Joe’s only begun...About 1.6 million barrels of crude oil from the U.S.
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, a monthly record, was shipped out in
October, according to data from market intelligence firm Kepler. All
three supertankers went to Asia. Trump had gas at lowest price in 20
years and turned America loose to create energy independence. Joe is
shutting down pipelines and cancelling energy contracts. Your Money Is
Now Losing Close to 1 Percent of Its Value Every 30 Days, According to
Labor Bureau Data.
Joe Biden recently admitted the United States is “losing our edge” on
Communist China in controlling the supply of the essential natural
resource cobalt. However, according to a report released just days after
Joe Biden's admission, his son Hunter profited from helping a Chinese
firm acquire cobalt mines from an American company.

It’s going to get worse...Biden’s nominee for Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency (OCC) was arrested for shoplifting in 1995 at a TJ Maxx.
Saule Omarova, who Biden picked to head the OCC in September, stole
four pairs of shoes, two bottles of cologne, two belts and socks from the
store when she was apprehended. The security agent on duty told police
that he saw Omarova take the items by placing them into a large purse
and covering them with other clothing items to obscure the stolen
items. The security agent said that Omarova paid for several items at the
jewelry counter but “made no attempt to pay for the items concealed in
her purse” and confronted her after she left the store.
BTW: Nancy Pelosi has purchased an 11,000 square feet $25 million
mansion on the ocean in Florida. Doesn’t want to pay exorbitant state
and local taxes in San Francisco? Or maybe just wants a ring side seat to
the ocean’s rise because of Climate Warming? Cooling? Change?
Whatever!

The emphasis on fund raising as an
indicator of a candidate’s rank is
being pushed hard by the media.
Stop and think…why use fund raising
as a poll? Where does most of that
money go? It’s being spent in what
area? Yep…the media which is pushing the importance of funds raised.
Another thought about the clowns
running with no chance in hell of
getting elected: What happens to
the money those candidates don’t
spend? Yep…they get to keep it.
Yet another thought: Ever wonder
why the election season starts so
early? Is it because it provides a
longer timeline for fund raising?
No wonder they passed
the 17th amendment!

Until next week...
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